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SUMMARY
In this study, we show an application of Geographical Information System (GIS) for managing
geophysical data acquired in along the South Shetland Margin (Antarctic Peninsula). The dataset has been
acquired in the frame of two projects regarding the integrated data analysis for the gas hydrate reservoir
characterization supported by the National Program of Antarctic Researcher (PNRA).
In the study area, an integrated approach has pointed out the presence of gas hydrates reservoir. The
available geophysical information are the following: Multibeam data, seismic images, 2D and 3D velocity
and porosity models, 2D and 3D gas phase concentrations, pore pressure information, chirp images,
gravity core analysis and CTD data. The first step consisted in collecting and homogenizing the data,
which has been organized in a specific database, in order to connect all scientific information acquired in
the area. This integrated approach has allowed us to obtained regional information, such as geothermal
gradient, by correlating all available data and obtaining 3D information distribution.
In this context, GIS is a very useful tool to develop a database where all information can be stored,
managed and integrated. In this paper, we show the preliminary results and the future activities.
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Introduction 
In this study, we show an application of Geographical Information System (GIS) for 
managing geophysical data acquired in along the South Shetland Margin (Antarctic 
Peninsula). The dataset has been acquired in the frame of two projects regarding the 
integrated data analysis for the gas hydrate reservoir characterization supported by the 
National Program of Antarctic Researcher (PNRA). One of the main goal of these projects is 
to obtain a reliable model of this area in order to understand the origin of the hydrates, to 
predict possible future scenarios related to the climate change and environmental effects and 
to investigate the relationship between tectonic and gas hydrates formation.  
In the study area, an integrated approach has pointed out the presence of gas hydrates 
reservoir. The available geophysical information are the following: Multibeam data, seismic 
images, 2D and 3D velocity and porosity models, 2D and 3D gas phase concentrations, pore 
pressure information, chirp images, gravity core analysis and CTD data. The first step 
consisted in collecting and homogenizing the data, which has been organized in a specific 
database, in order to connect all scientific information acquired in the area. This integrated 
approach has allowed us to obtained regional information, such as geothermal gradient, by 
correlating all available data and obtaining 3D information distribution. 
In this context, GIS is a very useful tool to develop a database where all information can be 
stored, managed and integrated. In this paper, we show the preliminary results and the future 
activities. 

 
geophysical dataset in the study area 
The study area is located in the South Shetland continental margin, as shown in Figure 1, 
where the gas hydrates reservoir was detected from analysis of seismic data because of the 
presence of the Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSRs; i.e. Tinivella and Accaino, 2000). This 
reflector is generated by the strong contrast of acoustic impedances between sediments filled 
with gas hydrates and sediments filled with free gas trapped below the hydrate stability zone. 
A strong BSR was identified on several multichannel seismic reflection profiles acquired 
during three cruises on the Austral summer 1989/1990, 1996/1997 and 2003/2004 on the 
South Shetland Margin (Tinivella and Accaino 2000; Tinivella et al. 2007). During the 
cruises, more than 1000 km of multichannel and single channel seismic reflection data were 
acquired using the following streamers: 1) 3000 m long 120-channel analogue streamer 
(during the first two cruises) and 2) 600 m long 48-channel analogue streamer (in the last 
cruise). In the last two cruises, Ocean Bottom Seismographs (OBSs) were also deployed.  
Beyond the seismic data, the following data were acquired: 
1.   Multibeam acquisition covering an area of about 4500 km2; 
2.    4 measurements of water velocity profiles by using CTD, two of them in 
correspondence to sample cores. The adopted instrument was the SBE21, which measures 
real-time sea temperature and conductivity; 
3.    2 sample gravity cores performed in proximity of the possible mud volcanoes 
detected by integrated analysis of chirp, seismic and Multibeam data; 
4.   Gravimetric data; 
5.   CHIRP data by using Sub Bottom Profiler Benthos CAP-6600.  
 
Important information about gas hydrate reservoir has been extract from seismic data. In 
particular, multichannel seismic data was analysed by using iteratively the pre-stack depth 
migration with a layer stripping approach in order to determine the detailed velocity model 
and the geometry of the main geological structures, in particular the base of the gas hydrate 
zone (Loreto et al 2008 and references therein). The velocity model, in fact, gives important 
information about the spatial distribution and concentration of the gas hydrate [i.e., Tinivella 
2002]. Moreover, theoretical models have been applied in order to obtain the theoretical BSR 
depth.   
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Figure 1: Map showing the locations of the airgun seismic lines acquired in 2004 (continuous 
lines, present study), together with those of 1990 and 1997 (dotted lines, cf. Tinivella and 
Accaino 2000). CTD measurements (stars), the two coring sites (square), and the border of 
the Multibeam survey are reported (modified after Tinivella et al. 2007). The Mercator 
projection with standard parallel equal to 61°S and spheroid WGS84 was adopted. 
 
Development of GIS project 
GIS project has been developed using ArcGis 9.1 software. The first step of this study 
consisted in finding available geographic information and geophysical data from bibliography 
or downloading them from websites. We report the principal source for our scope: 

1. Bathymetry of the Antartica obtained from General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans 
(GEBCO); 

2. Geographic lineaments, such as line coast, downloaded from Antarctic Digital 
Database (ADD). This information can be downloaded from the website of Scientific 
Committee on Antarctic Research – SCAR 2008  (http://www.scar.org). ADD is a 
database containing topographic and geophysical data. All the data has been furnished 
from many scientific communities involved in Antarctic research.  

 
All information including data acquired in the two projects described in this paper will be 
projected by using Polar Stereographic Projection with standard parallel equal to 71°S and 
spheroid WGS84, which is the projection adopted by the SCAR. In this way, at the end of the 
project, we could share our database with all institution involved in Antarctic research.  
All available dataset (including the data acquired in this project) was transformed in a format 
suitable for GIS. In particular, we transformed the data in the following format: shapefile 
(internal format of GIS) and grid.  
The GIS was very useful in the integration of available dataset. First of all, we have compared 
the Multibeam data with the BSR depth obtained from seismic data in order to understand if 
the presence of gas hydrate are related to some anomalies, such as geothermal gradient 
anomalies. In order to reach this goal, we have performed some numerical computations 
between the grids.  It is important to underline that, being the BSR depth available just along 
the seismic lines, the interpolation of information was necessary. As already mentioned, we 
obtained the theoretical BSR depth by using three different geothermal gradient values. The 
obtained data was transformed in grid format with a cell size equal to 200 m. Each grid was 
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subtracted to the grid representing BSR depth obtained from seismic data obtaining three new 
grids. Assuming an error of the BSR depth calculated from seismic data equal to about 5% 
and the average BSR depth equal to about 3000 m, we have considered just the values of the 
differences ranging between about -150 m and 200 m. The analysis of these grids suggested 
that the regional geothermal gradient could be in a range of 35 and 40 °C/km (Figure 2). The 
comparison of bathymetry obtained from Multibeam data and the BSR depth obtained from 
seismic data has given information about anomalies, such as geothermal anomalies. 
 
Conclusion 
We have shown preliminary results of an application of GIS to characterize a gas hydrate 
reservoir. GIS has allowed us to integrate several geophysical data, acquired in the South 
Shetland Margin (Antarctic Peninsula) where a gas hydrate reservoir is present.  
First of all, the available information was imported in the GIS project and georeferenced by 
using a specific projection. After finding other existing geographic information from various 
sources, we interpolated 2D information in order to obtain 3D distribution of the same data. 
For example, BSR depth obtained from seismic data was available just along the seismic 
lines. By using GIS tools, we interpolated this information obtaining a grid.  
The integration of different data has permitted to extrapolate regional information. For 
example, the analysis of information extrapolated from theoretical model and from seismic 
data about the BSR depth has allowed us to estimate the regional geothermal gradient. 
In the future, the 3D seismic velocity field will be imported in the GIS project in order to 
identify the zones with gas hydrates. 
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Figure 2: Grid obtained by using different geothermal gradients: A) 30° C/km , B) 35° C/km 
and C) 40° C/km. See text for details. The data are projected by using Mercator projection 
with standard parallel equal to 61°S and spheroid WGS84. 
 


